1949-1954 PARTS CATALOG

SEDAN, COUPE, STATION WAGON, DELIVERY

1949-52 Cars
Vent Window and Door Parts

1. VENT WINDOW WEATHERSTRIP
   4-piece set for both front doors.
   Includes correct vertical seals.
   ORDER #5011
   $52.00 set

2. REAR DOOR VENT WINDOW WEATHERSTRIP
   (4 door Deluxe Sedans)
   (Pair) Both rear vent windows.
   Order vertical seals separately.
   STYLELINE DELUXE
   ORDER #5012
   $146 pr.

3. GLUE-ON VERTICAL SEAL
   The quick fix for noisy vent windows.
   Front or rear.
   ORDER #1010
   $11 pr.

4. GLASS SETTING CHANNEL RUBBER
   Rubber to set side window glass into glass channels.
   4 pc. set.
   ORDER #1015
   $27 4-pc. set

2A. REAR DOOR VENT WINDOW GASKETS
   (4 DOOR SPECIAL STYLELINE SEDAN)
   Stationary vent window gaskets (pair)
   ORDER #5014
   $125 pr.

5. VENT WINDOW RIVET
   Special shouldered rivet that vent window frame pivots on when opening or closing vent window.
   These need to be replaced when replacing vent window weatherstrip.
   SEDAN ONLY
   ORDER #1069
   $4.00 pr.

6. SEDAN UPPER DOOR ACCESS PLUG
   Plugs found on leading top edge of doors.
   ORDER #601-10
   $4.00 pr.

7. SEDAN LOWER WINDOW STOP IN DOOR
   Prevents windows from being lowered too far. Sold in pairs.
   Requires 2 per car.
   ORDER #1014
   $5.00 pr.

8. WINDOW REGULATOR GROMMETS
   (Set of 4)
   ORDER #1066
   $8.00 set

9. DOOR JAMB DOME LIGHT SWITCH GASKET
   ORDER #1006
   $4.00 pr.

10. WINDOW REGULATOR ROLLER KIT
    Fits all models.
    ORDER #1074
    $3.00 ea.

11. VENT WINDOW GLASS SETTING RUBBER
    Correct rubber to set vent window glass in frame.
    ORDER #1065
    $9.00 pr.
**Sedan Vent Window and Door Parts**

1. **Vent Window Weatherstrip**
   - Seal that is used to install glass in vent window frame.
   - ORDER #1011
   - $52.00 4-pc. set

2. **Glue-On Vertical Seal**
   - The quick fix for noisy vent windows.
   - ORDER #1010
   - $11.00 pr.

3. **Glass Setting Channel Rubber**
   - Put this in the track that you set glass in.
   - ORDER #1015
   - $19.00 4-pc. set

4. **Lower Window Stop in Door**
   - Keeps window from going down too far. Requires 2 per car.
   - ORDER #1014
   - $5.00 pr.

5. **Door Jamb Dome Light Switch Gasket**
   - ORDER #1006
   - $4.00 pr.

6. **Sedan Upper Door Access Plug**
   - Provides access to vent windows.
   - ORDER #601-10
   - $4.00 ea.

7. **Vent Window Rivet**
   - For all sedans. When replating frames this rivet puts frame and glass back together. Required to replace weatherstrip.
   - ORDER #1069
   - $4.00 pr.

8. **Window Regulator Roller Kit**
   - Fits all models.
   - ORDER #1074
   - $3.00 ea.

---
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Easton, Pennsylvania
1949-52 Cars

**VENT WINDOW WEATHERSTRIP**
Exact reproduction weatherstrip will do both sides. Purchase vertical seals separately.
ORDER #5015
$150 set

**GLUE-ON VENT WINDOW VERTICAL SEALS**
(pair)
ORDER #1010
$1100 pr.

**QUARTER WINDOW SEALS**
ORDER #1009
$1300 pr.

**WIRE CORE VENT WINDOW VERTICAL SEALS**
Like original. With retaining tabs.
ORDER #5016
$4000 pr.

**SIDE WINDOW BUMPER**
Found on back side of vent window assembly at top.
ORDER #1012
$2400 pr.

**LOWER REAR QUARTER WINDOW STOP** (pair)
Bumper for quarter window on body lock pillar.
ORDER #5017
$50 pr.

**WINDOW REGULATOR ROLLER KIT**
Fits all models.
ORDER #1074
$3 ea.

**GLASS SETTING CHANNEL RUBBER**
(4 pcs.)
Rectangular rubber to install vent window glass into frame.
ORDER #1065
$900 pr.

**DOOR GLASS ANTI RATTLE ROLLERS**
Set of 4. Rubber rollers only.
ORDER #1008
$700 set

**DOOR JAMB DOME LIGHT SWITCH GASKETS**
(pair)
ORDER #1006
$4000 pr.

**LOWER WINDOW STOP IN DOOR** (pair)
For convertible and hardtops. Different than Sedans.
ORDER #5018
$7000 pr.

**DOOR GUIDE STOPS**
Found on back edge of door, guides door when shutting.
ORDER #1061
$30 pr.

**FLIPPER BAR SEAL RUBBER** (pair)
For 1952 BelAir Hardtop
ORDER #1060
$10 set

**SIDE WINDOW BUMPER**
Found on back side of vent window assembly at top.
ORDER #1011
$2400 pr.

**DOOR GUIDE STOPS**
Found on back edge of door, guides door when shutting.
ORDER #1061
$30 pr.

**LOWER WINDOW STOP IN DOOR** (pair)
For convertible and hardtops. Different than Sedans.
ORDER #5018
$7000 pr.

**DOOR GLASS ANTI RATTLE ROLLERS**
Set of 4. Rubber rollers only.
ORDER #1008
$700 set

**DOOR JAMB DOME LIGHT SWITCH GASKETS**
(pair)
ORDER #1006
$4000 pr.

**WINDOW REGULATOR GROMMETS**
(Set of 4)
ORDER #1066
$800 set
1953-54 Cars

VENT WINDOW WEATHERSTRIP
One piece molded rubber. Cut to install. Includes instructions.
ORDER #1011HC $100.00 pr.
Order vertical seals separately.

GLUE-ON VENT WINDOW VERTICAL SEAL
(Order #1010) $1.00 pr.

WIRE CORE VENT WINDOW VERTICAL SEAL
Like original needed to complete new vent window weatherstrip kit.
ORDER #1035HC $1.80 pr.

QUARTER WINDOW SEAL
ORDER #1009 $1.30 pr.

QUARTER WINDOW STOP
ORDER #1046 $1.30 pr.

UPPER DOOR WINDOW STOP
(Order #1060) $1.10 pr.

UPPER DOOR GLASS ADJUSTABLE STOPS
With rubber caps.
ORDER #1061 $3.00 pr.

1953-54 HARDTOP/CONVERTIBLE WINDOW FRAME GLASS SETTING CHANNEL
Rubber channel to hold side window glass in frames when replacing glass or rechroming frames.
ORDER #1072 $2.50 set

WINDOW REGULATOR ROLLER KIT
Fits all models.
ORDER #1074 $3.00 ea.